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ABSTRACT 
We consider projection-minimization methods for solving systems of linear equa- 
tions. We transform these methods to new ones and show that they converge faster, in 
some sense. We present, in particular, the transform of the norm decomposition 
method of Gastinel. The new algorithm presents advantages over some known 
conjugate-gradient-like methods. This new method is studied, and numerical examples 
are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Iterative projection methods for solving the linear system of equations 
Ax = b, where A is an N X N sparse and nonsingular matrix, were first 
proposed by Kaczmarz [21], Cimmino [6], Gastinel [14], Householder [17], 
Householder and Bauer [18]. Generalizations of these classical methods have 
been introduced and studied by many authors; see for example [2], [15], [28], 
and [23]. 
Over the last few years, a second class of iterative projection methods has 
been developed. It includes CG-like methods uch as the conjugate gradient 
(CG) method [16] for solving symmetric positive definite systems, the gener- 
alized conjugate residual (GCR) method [8, 9], Orthomin [30], the generalized 
minimum residual (GMRES) [24], and other methods described in [1] and [32]. 
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These CG-like methods are such that some norm of the residual is mini- 
mized, at each iteration, over a Krylov subspace. 
Another category of CG-like Krylov subspace methods has been devel- 
oped by many authors. It contains Laczos-type methods uch as the biconju- 
gate graident (Bcc) method [22, 11], the conjugate gradient squared (CGS) 
method [27], and other methods. In these Lanczos-type methods, the approx- 
imations are constructed in such a way that an orthogonality condition is 
satisfied but there is no minimization property. 
In the present paper we are interested in the first class of iterative 
projection methods. We introduce a procedure that transforms a classical 
method into a new method converging faster in some sense. Transforming 
the norm decomposition method of Gastinel [14], we derive a new algorithm 
that we shall call the transformed norm decomposition (TNDE) method. It will 
be shown that this new method presents several advantages over some 
CG-like methods. As we shall see, TNDE minimizes the Euclidian norm of the 
error at every step; thus the method is quite different from the other CG-like 
methods. 
In Section 2 we review a description of iterative projection-minimization 
methods. We define our transformation in Section 3 and give some proper- 
ties. In Section 4 we present he TNDE method and its analyses. In Section 5 
the incomplete form of TNDE is considered; convergence r sults and error 
bounds are also given. In Section 6 a smoothed TNDE is introduced. The last 
section is devoted to some numerical examples. 
NOTATIONS. Let G be a symmetric positive definite matrix of order N. 
We denote by (-,')G the inner produce with respect to G defined by 
(x, y)g = (x, Gy), and the corresponding norm Ilxllc = ~ for x, 
y E R N, where ( . , . )  denotes the usual Euclidian scalar produce in R N. 
For any square matrix B, p(B) denotes the spectral radius of B. Given a 
set of vectors {°Po . . . . .  Pk}, span{ P0 . . . . .  Pk} is the subspace generated by 
these vectors. Finally, {e 1 . . . . .  e k} denotes the canonical basis of R N. 
2. BASIC THEORY AND NOTATION 
Let us consider the linear system of equations 
Ax = b (2.1) 
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where A is an N × N nonsymmetric and nonsingular matrix and b a vector 
of R N. As we shall consider iterative methods for solving (2.1), we denote by 
s k = x k - ~ and r k = b - Ax k = -As  k respectively the error and the resid- 
ual at step k, where £ is the exact solution of the system (2.1). 
We define a projection-minimization method to be an iterative method 
satisfying the following relations. At step k, select a subspace ~7 k of dimension 
qk, where qk may be fixed or depend on k. Assuming that x k exists, we 
define xk+ 1 as follows: 
and 
Xk+l  -- Xk ~ Vk (2 .2 )  
Sk+l "~" Xk+l -- 2~ / GVk . (2 .3 )  
The orthogonality is meant with respect to the G-inner product defined 
above .  
Let V k = [v~, . . . .  v~ ~ ] be the N × qk matrix whose columns form a basis 
of the subspace V k. Then the relations (2.2) and (2.3) become 
and 
xk+~ = xk +Vkyk  (2.4) 
V2Gsk+l = O, (2.5) 
where Yk is a vector of R qk. Using (2.4) in (2.5), it follows that 
V2Csk + (V GVk) Yk = 0; (2.6) 
therefore, since the matrix V k is of full rank, V~GV k is nonsingular and then 
the vector Yk is given by 
= lV2Gs . (2.7) 
Hence xk+ 1 is obtained as 
Xk+ 1 = x k -- Vk(V~CVk ) - l v~ZSk.  (2.8) 
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Let Pk be the operator whose matrix representation in the canonical basis of 
R N is 
i -  v (V[Gv ) lv[G. (2.9) 
Thus, from (2.8), we see that 
8k+ l ~ PkSk " 
If P~' denotes the transpose of Pk, with respect o the G-inner product 
(', ")c, i.e. (x, PkY)c = (P~x, Y)c for x and y two vectors of R N, we have 
P~ = G- IP[G.  
Now, using (2.9), we obtain P~ = Pk and P~' = Pk. This shows that Pk is a 
projection. On the other hand, it is easy to show the following minimization 
property: 
Ilsk+lll~ = min IIx - ~llc. 
X~xoW V k 
Hence the name of projection-minimization methods is appropriate. We 
notice that each method is characterized by the choice of the matrix G and 
by selecting a subspace Vk of dimension qk at each iteration. 
When qk = 1, the matrix of direction V k reduces to a single vector. In 
this case, we recover all the classical projection methods uch as the method 
of Kaczmarz [21], the norm decomposition method of Gastinel [14], the 
method of Cimmino [6], and other methods. We can also include in this 
framework some CG-like methods uch as CG for symmetric positive definite 
systems, or GCR and Orthomin for nonsymmetric systems. Some vector 
extrapolation methods for solving (2.1) are also contained in this category (see 
[20]). 
The case qk > 1 includes the norm overdecomposition [15] and the s-step 
iterative methods (qk = s) such as the s-CG, the s-MR, the s-GCR, and the 
s-Orthomin; see [12] and [5] for these s-step methods. 
CG-like methods generate a Krylov subspace K and enforce some 
minimization or orthogonality property on K; they differ in how the basis of 
K is formed and which inner product is used to define the orthogonality. As
computation and storage grow linearly with the iteration index k, these 
methods are usually used in a truncated or restarted form. It was shown in [8] 
and [9] that restarted version of many of these methods converge provided 
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that the symmetric part of the matrix A is positive definite. GMRES [24] in 
particular is one of the most popular and widely used algorithms in this class. 
A second class of CG-like Krylov subspace methods consists of schemes 
generating approximations which could be computed with little work per 
iteration and low storage. The archetype in this class is the classical biconju- 
gate gradient algorithm (BCG) introduced by Lanczos [22] and reviewed by 
Fletcher [11]. As no minimization property holds for BCG, the algorithm can 
exhibit irregular convergence behavior with oscillations in the residual norms. 
In [27], Sonneveld proposed a transpose-free B G-type scheme: the conjugate 
gradient squared method (cGs). It was shown that cGs accelerates conver- 
gences as well as divergence of BCG and can also exhibit irregular conver- 
gence with oscillations in the residual norms. Recently, a more smoothly 
convergence variant of CGS has been proposed by Van der Vost [29] and 
called Bi-CGSTaB. However, the residual norms of Bi-CGSTAB may still oscil- 
late for some problems. 
Our aim in this paper is to transform the classical projection-minimization 
methods to obtain new methods converging faster, in some sense, than the 
original methods. Transforming the norm decomposition method of Gastinel 
[14], we obtain a new method having the property of minimizing the error 
norm at each iteration. In the next section, we shall define a general 
transformation a d give some properties. 
3. TRANSFORMED PROJECTION METHOD 
A projection-minimization algorithm for solving the linear system (2.1) is 
defined as follows: 
PM' 
C x 0 is a given vector, r0 = b - Ax 0 
fork = 0,1,2 . . . .  
Choose a matrix of direction V k of dimension N × qk 
compute 
xk+ 1 =x k + Vkyk  
rk + 1 = r k -- A Vk yk  
where the vector Yk is given by 
y,, = - ( v [  Gv,, ) -  'V [  Gs,, . (3.1) 
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We remark that since s k = x k -~  is not known, the matrix G must be 
chosen such that the vector Gs k can be computed. 
Let us notice that for many classical projection methods, convergence is
not always achieved in a finite number of iterations. The problem of conver- 
gence of these methods has been studied by many authors; see [14], [2], [18], 
[23], [28], and [10]. 
For all these classical projection methods, V k is chosen to be a function 
only of the residual r k. We shall transform these methods so that the new 
matrix of direction depends on the last m (m ~< k) directions calculated 
before where m is a chosen integer. Now, given a PM method, we associate 
with it the following new method: 
TPM(m) 
'x 0 is a given vector, r 0 = b - Ax 0, W 0 = V 0 
for k = 0 ,1 ,2  . . . .  
compute 
xk . l  = xk + wk (3.2) 
rk+l = rk - AWk Y'k (3.3) 
i~k  
Wk+l = Vk+l + ~ uzro)  • ' i - k+,  (3.4) 
i= i  o 
where 
i 0 = max(0, k - m + 1) and y~ = - (W~GWk) - IW~Gsk .  (3.5) 
This algorithm will be called the transformed projection-minimization method, 
TPM(m) for short. Let us notice that for m = 1, TPM(1) reduces to a 
transformation given in [10]. 
When all the direction matrices W i, i = 0 . . . . .  k, are considered in the 
expression (3.4), i.e. i 0 = 0, the transformed method will be denoted TPM(O~) 
or just TPM. 
The qk × qk matrices lk+l,r'0) i = i0 , . . . ,  k, are chosen such that the 
following G-orthogonality holds: 
WjTGWi --- 0 for i # j ,  i , j  ~ {i0 . . . . .  k + 1}. (3.6) 
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Multiplying (3.4) on the left by WjrG, j = i 0 . . . . .  k, we obtain 
k 
~Gw~+~ = wScv~÷ , + E ,.T,..~,..)..j .- ..,.~+~. (3.7) 
i~ i  o 
Now, using the G-orthogonality relation (3.6), it follows that 
Wcv~+~ + (Wc~)r~% = o, (3.s) 
where 0 denotes here the null matrix of order qk. Thus we obtain 
(Wj W1) -1 TG j = i o k. (3.9) r(J) = - ~G ~ Vk+ k+l  1~ ~ " " " 
Note that when qk = 1, the direction matrices W k and V k reduce to vectors, 
denoted respectively Pk and v k, and then the matrices Lk+ 1,r(O i = i 0, . . . ,  k, 
become scalars. In this case the vector of direction Pk+ ~ is expressed as 
k 
Pk+l =Vk+l  -4- ~ ,,(0 Yk+l  P l ,  
i= i  o 
where 
( Pi, GVk+l) 
TO) = i = i 0 , k. k+l  ~ ~ " "  " ( p,, Gp,) 
Taking v k =rko and G = ATA, the original eM method coincides with the 
minimal residual method. In this special case, the transformed TPM(m) is 
exactly Orthomin(m). 
Let us come back to the general case, i.e. qk I> 1, and give the following 
result: 
THEOREM 1. Let x k be the approximation generated by the TPM(m) 
algorithm, and let s k = x k - ~ be the corresponding error. Then 
(i) W~TGWj = 0 for i ~ j ,  i , j  ~ {J0 . . . . .  k); 
(ii) W~Gs k+ 1 = 0; 
(iii) WTGsk -= V~Gsk; 
(iv) WrGWk = V~GV k - ~-jloF~')T(W~rGW~)F(k'), where J0 = max(0, k 
- -  f i t ) .  
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Proof. The definition of the W,‘s implies (il. The relation (ii) follows 
directly from the expression for sk+ 1. 
(iii): From (3.4) we get 
k-l 
w,T = vk’ + c ryTWIT. (3.10) 
i =j, 
Multiplying on the right by Gs,, we have 
i=k-1 
W;Gsk = VcGsk + c riijTWiTGsk; 
i =j, 
but WiTGSk = 0 for i = j,, . . . , k - 1, so 
w&kk = V;Gsk. 
(iv): Let us multiply (3.4) on the left by WkTG. Then 
k-l 
w,TGw, = W,$Vk + c (W;GWi)rii); 
i=j, 
using the G-orthogonality, it follows that 
W;GWk = W;GVk. (3.11) 
Replacing, in the right hand side of (3.111, WkT by the expression given in 
(3.10), we obtain 
k-l 
wk%wk = Vk%Vk + c rk(i)‘(WiTGVk). 
i =j, 
(3.12) 
Finally, as WiTGVk = -(W,TGWi>rii), i = j,, . . . , k - 1 assertion (iv) holds. 
n 
We want now to compare the convergence of a PM method and the 
corresponding transformed TPM(m). The comparison is given by the following 
result, which we proved in [19]: 
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THEOREM 2 [19]. Let {x~,} and {x k} be the sequences generated respec- 
tively by a ~M method and the associated TeM(m). Then 
(i) IIs'k+~llc/lls'kllc < ~'k = ~1 - ,~ .  
(ii) Ilsk+xllc/llskllG ~ t~k = ~/1 -- 8~ ; 
(iii) /z k ~< /z~, where 
IIV~ as'k II 2 IIW~ Csk II 2 
6'2k = and 6~ = 
S t 2 T 2 T " 
Assume that a PM method converges; then there exists a constant t such 
that/z~ ~< t < 1. But, s ince/x k ~< /z' k, we have/x  k ~< t < 1, and then TPM(m) 
converges too. In this sense the convergence of the transformed method is 
faster than the convergence of the original method. 
In what follows, we shall be interested in the transformation of the norm 
decomposition method of Gastinel [14]. 
4. TRANSFORMED NORM DECOMPOSIT ION METHOD 
Next we present he norm decomposition method and the corresponding 
transformed method. We set qk = 1 and G = I; hence the direction matrices 
V k and W k reduce to vectors of R N, denoted respectively by v k and Pk. 
Let ~p be any norm in R N. For x ~ R N, let z(x)  be a vector obtained by 
the decomposition of the norm ~ such that 
( z (x ) ,  x) = (4.1) 
Note that for a given vector x, z (x)  is not unique. 
The norm decomposition method is defined as follows: 
x is a given vector, r 0 = b - Ax 0 
fo rk  =0,1 ,2  . . . .  
compute 
2Ok+ 1 = 2Ok - -  Olk ATzk  
where z k is such that (z k, r k) = ~p(r k) and 
( ATZk, S k ) ~(rk)  
a k = (ATzk ,A  rz k) = _ (A  rzk ,A  Tz k)" 
(4.2) 
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For a given norm in R N, if (z k, r k) = qffrk), then (z~, r k) = q~(rk), where 
z~ = z k + u k with u k ± r k. As we shall see, the fact that z k is not unique has 
no effect on our results. For the practical implementation, we will give later 
some simple choices of such vectors z k. 
It is a projection-minimization method with v k = Arzk. It was shown in 
[14] that the method converges for q~ = ~1, q~ = ~°2, or ~o = ~o~, where ~0 2 is 
the usual Euclidian norm in R N, and ~o 1 and ~o~ are defined by 
N 
~l(x )  = ~ ([x(OI) and ~o~(x)--- max Ix(°l 
i=1  l<<.i<~N 
for x E R N. 
In the sequel, we will use only these three norms. Geometrically, sk+ 1 = 
xk+ 1 - :7 is the orthogonal projection of s k along ATzk on the subspace 
H k = {y :z [ (Ay -b)  =0}.  
Let us remark that the norm decomposition method is always convergent, 
but with a small rate of convergence. In [3], Brezinski and Redivo Zaglia 
proposed a hybrid procedure to accelerate the convergence of such a method. 
Applying our TPM transformation, with i 0 = 0, qk = 1 and G = I, to the 
method of Gastinel we obtain the following algorithm: 
TNDE 
x o is a given vector, r 0 = b - Ax0, P0 = ATzo 
fo rk  = 0 ,1 ,2  . . . .  
compute 
xk+ 1 = xk - /3k  Pk 
rk + 1 = r k + ~k Apk 
Ok+l = ArZk+l + E~=0Tk (Olp, 
where 
( Pk, sk) 
flk = 
( Pk, Pk) 
and 
T~I  = - ( p ' '  ATz k+l) 
( P,, Pi) ' i = O . . . . .  k. 
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This algorithm will be called the transformed norm decomposition method. 
The truncated version of TNDE will be considered in Section 5. 
Note that, from Theorem 1, with qt` = 1 and G = I, we have (pt`, st`) = 
( Arzt`, st,); thus ( pt`, st`) = - (zt`, rt`) = - ~p(rt`). Therefore the coefficient 
fit` is given by 
~(rk)  
St` ( pt`, pk)" (4.3) 
Remark that for ~v = ~1 and q~ = ~0=, it is not necessary to compute the 
transpose of the matrix A. In fact, for ~p = q~=, zk is such that 
( zk , rk )  = q~(rk) ----- max ([r~J)[). 
I <~j<~N 
I f  ,<t) = ~0=(rk+l), 1 ~< l ~< N, we choose zk+ 1 "k+ 1 = sign(rk~/+ ) 1)el, and then 
Arzk+l  = sign(rk~t+ ) 1)at where a t is the lth row of the matrix A, and e l is the 
/th unit vector of  R N. In this case, Pk+ 1 is expressed as 
k 
" ( l )  (4.4) Pk+l = s ign(rk+l)a l  + ~,  ~,¢i) rk+ 1 Pi 
i=0  
and 
" (1) (p, ,  al) 
rk+l =-s ign( rk+l )  ( Pi, Pi) (4.5) 
I f  ~p = q~l, we take z k = (sign(r 'k (1)) . . . . .  s ign(r (N)) )T;  then the work and 
storage per step are roughly the same as for ~0 = ~0~. 
Note that for ~ = q~2 we take z k = rk/llrkll. In this case, we can show 
that Tk¢~l = 0, i = 0 . . . . .  k - 1, and then 
ATI 'k+ 1 
- -  Yk+ 1 Vk  • Pk+l Ilrk+lll + ~.¢k) 
The algorithm obtained is exactly the conjugate gradient method applied to 
the system 
AAry  = b, x = Ary .  
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This method is always referred as CGNE or Craig's method [7]. Remark that 
the transpose of A is needed in this case. 
The following theorem shows the relations satisfied by the vectors gener- 
ated by TNDE: 
THEOREM 3. Let {xk} and (Pk} be the iterates generated by TNDE and 
s k = x k - ~. Then the following relations hold: 
(a) (p~,p j )=O, i  ¢ j , i , j~{O . . . . .  k}; 
(b) (Pk,Sk+l) = 0; 
(c) (Pi, st) = --(zi,  ri), i = 0 . . . . .  k; 
(d) ( Pi, si) = ( Pi, So), i = 0 . . . . .  k; 
(e) (Pk, Pk) = (Pk, ATzk); 
(f) (Pk, Pk) = (AVzk, ATzk ) -- k-1 ]~i=o( Pi, ATzk)e/(  Pi, P~); 
(g) for  k >i O, xk+ 1 minimizes E(x)  = I Ix  - ~11 over the subspace x o + 
span{ P0 . . . .  , Pk}. 
Proof. Assertions (a), (b) and (c) follows from the results of Theorem 1 
with i 0 = 0, qk = 1, G = I, W k = Pk, and V k = AVzk. (d) is obtained from 
the expression for s i and (a). 
(e): We have seen that Pk is expressed as 
k-1  
Pk = ATzk "4- E 2/(ki)P~ • 
i=0  
Taking the scalar product with Pk, we find 
k-1  
( Pk, Pk) = ( Pk, ATzk) + ~-, 2/(')( Pk, Pi)" (4.0) 
i=0  
But (Pk, Pi) = 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  k - 1; therefore (Pk, Pk) = (Pk, ATzk )" 
(f): Using assertion (iv) of Theorem 1, we obtain 
(Pk ,Pk)  = (ATzk, ATzk) -- 
k-1  
2/k(')2( p,, p,),  (4.7) 
i=0  
but since 2/(0 = (Pi, ATzk)//(Pi, Pi) for i = 0 . . . . .  k - 1, we obtain, from 
(4.7), the relation 
k-1 (p , ,  ATzk) 2 
(Pk,  Pk) = (ATzk ,ATzk)  -- ~-~ 
i=0 (P , ,  Pi) 
(4.8) 
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(g): Let x be any vector of the subspace x o + span{po . . . . .  Pk}. Then 
k 
x =x  o+ ~,bipi; 
i=o 
thus E2(x) is given by 
E2(x) =l lx -~ l l  2= So+ ~_,b,p,,so+ b,p,.  (4.9) 
i=0  i 
Expanding this expression, we obtain 
k k 
E~(xk) = Ilsoll 2 - 2 ~ b,(so, p,) + Ebb(p,, p,) .  
i=o i=o 
Hence, E(x) is minimized over x o + span(po . . . . .  Pk} when 
(So, p~) 
( Pi, Pi) 
Now, using assertions (c) and (d), it follows that 
bi ~ f~i 
(r, ,  zi) 
( P~, P~) " 
Taking b i = /3  4 in (4.9), the vector x that minimizes E2(x) over the subspace 
Xo + span{ Po . . . . .  Pk} is precisely the iterate xk+ 1. • 
REMARKS. 
(1) As we showed in Theorem 3, for TiDE (with ~ = ~1, ~ = ~°2, or 
= ~)  the Euclidian norm of the error is minimized at each iteration, while 
the other CG-like methods minimize the Euclidian norm of the residual at 
each step. 
(2) The 1-norm or the ~-norm are used to defined T iDE methods, but the 
error is not minimized with respect o these norms. 
As was pointed out in [24], iterative algorithms such as GCR and Or- 
thomin(m) may break down when A is not positive real, i.e., its symmetric 
part is not positive definite. In the following theorem, we will show that T iDE 
cannot break down, unless it has already converged. 
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THEOREM 4. Let x k and Pk be the iterates generated by TNDE. Then 
s k ~ 0 ~ Pk ~ 0. 
Proof. We showed in Theorem 3 that 
(sk, Pk) = - ( zk ,  rk) = -~°( rk) -  
Assume that s k # 0; thus r k ~ 0 and ~p(r k) # 0. This shows that 
(sk, Pk) < 0, 
which implies that Pk # 0. • 
Note that GMRES cannot break down, but could present stagnation [4]. 
This is a problem when one wants to restart the algorithm. The question 
arising here is what about stagnation in TNDE. 
We have seen that x~+ 1 =x k -  /3kp k. Thus, x k =xk+ 1 for some k, 
implies that Pk = 0 or/3 k = 0. I f  Pk = 0, then from Theorem 4, s k = 0 and 
then x k = ~. Now suppose that /3 k = 0; then ~0(r k) = 0; hence x k = ~. We 
conclude that TNDE cannot stagnate. 
We will give now the convergence result for TNDE 
THEOnEM 5. TNDE gives the exact solution of the system (2.1) in at most 
N iterations. 
Proof. I f  r~=0 for some i~<N-  1, then x i=~ and the assertion is 
proved. I f  r i ~ 0 for all i ~< N - 1, then from Theorem 4, p~ ~ 0. Now since 
(Pi, Pj)= 0 for i ~ j, Po . . . . .  PN-1 are linearly independent and then 
span{p0 . . . . .  PN-I} = RN" Hence, x N minimizes E(n) = IIx - ~711 over R N, 
which implies that x N = ~. 
We recall that GMRES, GCR, and CGS also terminate within N steps at 
most. 
Computing the approximation xk by TNDE, with ~ = ~ or ~p = ~Pl, 
requires k(k + 3)N + k NZ multiplications and the storage of k + 2 vectors 
of R N. Here NZ denotes the number of nonzero elements in the matrix A. 
Notice that GMRES [respectively GCR] requires k(k + 2)N + k NZ multiplica- 
tions [respectively (k/2)(3k + 5)N + k NZ] and the storage of k + 2 vectors 
[respectively 2k + 3 vectors]. Hence, the work and storage for TNDE and 
GMRES are comparable and less than for GCR. 
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Method Multiplications Storage 
TNDE(m) (m + 3)N + NZ (m + 2)N 
GMRES(m) (m + 2 + l /m)N + NZ (m + 2)N 
GOB(m) [(3m + 5)/2]N + NZ (2m + 3)N 
CGS 7N + 2NZ 6N 
As operation counts and storage grow with the iteration index, it is 
necessary to use truncated or restarted versions of these algorithms. The 
truncated version Of TNDE will be considered and compared with Orthomin(m) 
in the next section. 
In Table 1 we compare the work and storage per iteration for the 
restarted versions of TNDE, GCR, and GMRES. TNDE(m) denotes the restarted 
version of TNDE. 
REMARKS. 
(1) TNDE(m) requires roughly the same work and storage as GMRES(m). 
(2) The restarted versions GMRES(m) and GCR(m) may not converge 
when the symmetric part of the matrix A is not positive definite. 
5. INCOMPLETE TNDE METHOD 
A modification of TNDE which is less expensive per step is derived by 
limiting the number of direction vectors used to compute Pk+ 1, allowing only 
rn directions. Thus Pk+l is given as 
k 
Pk+l = ATzk+I + ~ ~'(~) l k+ lP i ,  
i=i  o 
i 0 =max(0 ,  k -m+ 1). 
We refer to this method as the incomplete transformed norm decomposition 
method [ITNDE(m)]. As it is a truncated version of TNDE, we shall compare it 
with Orthomin(m), which is the truncated version of GCR. 
In Table 2, we summarize the work and storage costs (excluding storage 
of A and b) for performing one iteration of ITNDE(m), with ~p = ~0o~, and 
Orthomin(m). NZ denotes the number of nonzero elements in the matrix A. 
Storage for ITNDE(m) includes the vectors x, r, and { pj}, j = i o . . . . .  k. 
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TABLE 2 
Method Multiplications Storage 
ITNDE(m) (2m + 2)N + NZ (m + 2)N 
Orthomin(m) (3m + 4)N + NZ (2m + 3)N 
Table 2 shows that ITNDE(m) is less expensive than Orthomin(m). An- 
other advantage of the ITNDE(m) over Orthomin(ra) is the fact that ITNDE(m) 
can never break down [it is a consequence of Theorem 4, which is valid for 
ITNDE(m)]. 
The following theorem shows the relations satisfied by the vectors gener- 
ated by ITNDE(m): 
THEOREM 6. Let {x k} and {Pk} be the iterates generated by ITNDE(m) 
and s k = x k - ~. Then the following relations hold: 
(a) (p~, pj ) = O, i ~ j ,  i , j  ~ {j0 . . . . .  k); 
(b) (Pk, sk+l) = O; 
(c) (Pi, s~) = - ( z  i, ri), i = j0  . . . . .  k; 
(d) ( pi, s~) = ( pi, Sk_m), i = k - m . . . . .  k, k >~ m; 
(e) (Pk, Pk) = (Pk, Arzk); 
(0  (Pk, Pk) = (ATzk, ATzk ) -- y'k- 1,'~=jo~, pi, ArZk)2/(p i ,  Pi), jo = max(O, k 
- m) ;  
(g) for  k >1 m, xk+ 1 minimizes E (x )  = IIx - ~11 over the subspace xk_ m 
+ span{ Pk-m . . . . .  Pk}" 
Proof. Similar to the one give for Theorem 3. • 
We shall state now a convergence result for ITNDE(m) and give a bound 
of the norm of the error: 
THEOREM 7. Let x k be the iterate generated by ITNDE(m) and s k the 
corresponding error. Let O k be the acuate angle between Pk and s k. Then 
(1 )  I lsk+l l l  z = I lskll2(1 - cos  ~ Ok), 
[ 1 
(2) Ilsk+xll2 -~-< /1 -  77~-~7r -7 - , - - -~  IIIskll ,2 where M S~(A )S~(A- )1 
1 /f ~p = q~ or ¢2, and IIBxll 
M = N /f ~p = q~, S~(B)SUPx.0 ~P(x)" 
Proof. (1): sk+ 1 = xk+ 1 - ~ is expressed as 
sk + 1 = sk - /3k  pk. 
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Taking the scalar product, we get 
(sk+,, sk+x) = (sk, sk) - 2/3k(sk, Pk) + rid(Pk, Pk)- (5.1) 
Now, replacing flk = (sk, Pk) / (Pk,  Pk) in (5.1), we obtain 
As O k 
fore 
and 
(sk, pk) ) (5.2) 
Ilsk+lll 2 = Ilskll 2 1 - ilskll211pkll2 . 
is the angle between s k and Pk, cos O k = (s k, pk)/llskll II pkll; there- 
Ilsk+lll 2 = IlskllZ(1 - cos ~ Ok). 
(2): From results (c) and (f) of Theorem 3, we have 
(sk, Pk) = - ( rk ,  zk) = -~°(rk) 
Ilpkll z < IIA~zkll 2. 
Using these relations in (5.2), we get 
IlSk+lll 2 ~ (1 
But since q0(r k) = ~o(-Ask), we get 
 (rk)  (Ask) 
Ilskll Ilskll 
On the other hand, 
q~Z(rk) ) 
Ilskll211 Ar zk ll 2 • 
(5.3) 
>1 
S2,p( A -1)  " 
(5.4) 
IIATzkll < S~(  AT)~(  Zk). 
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I[ATzkll <~ MS2~( AT). (5.5) 
Using the relations (5.4) and (5.5) in (5.3), it follows that 
( 1 ) 
Ilsk+lll 2 < 1 - 2 2 T 2 Ilsk 112" M S2,(A ) s2 , (A  -1) 
If  ~p = ~p~, zk is given by 
z k = sign(r(k p)) ep, 
where Irk(P)l = maxl<j< N Irk(~l. In this case ~p~(z k) = M = 1. If  ~p = ~Pl, 
then z k is given by 
z k = (sign( rk (1)) . . . . .  sign( rk (N)))T; 
thus ~01(z k) = N. Finally, for ~p = ~2, we have z k = rjIIrkll and then 
M=I .  • 
The theorem shows that I TNDE(m)  is always convergent. Let us remark 
that Orthomin(m) and the restarted versions of GCR and GMRES converge 
provided that the symmetric part of A is positive definite. 
6. TRANSFORMED NORM DECOMPOSIT ION 
SMOOTHING METHOD 
We have seen that TNDE is an iterative method for which the Euclidian 
norm of the error is minimized at each step. However, the norm of the 
residual may oscillate. 
Another approach to generate well-behaved residual norm can be ob- 
tained by applying a smoothing residual technique, described in [25] and [31], 
to TNDE. The resulting algorithm is summarized as follows. 
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Let {x k} be the sequence of approximations produced by TNDE, and {r k} 
the sequence of the corresponding residuals. We define a new sequence of 
approximations { Yk} as follows: 
Y0 = x0 
fork =0,1  . . . .  
|Yk+l = (1 - ak)y  k + OlkXk+ 1 
I ~Pk+l  = b - Ayk+l ,  
where a k is chosen to minimize lib - A(1 - ot)y k - aAxk+lll over ot ~ R. 
Then a k is given by 
(Pk ,  rk+l - Pk) 
~k = Ilrk+l _ pkll 2 (6.1) 
The derived method has the minimization property 
II pk+lll ~ min(ll pkll, Ilrk+lll). (6.2) 
The equality in (6.2) holds if (Pk, Pk)= (Pk,  rk+l)  or (rk+l,  rk+ 1) = 
(rk+ x, Pk). We shall refer to this method as the transformed norm decompo- 
sition smoothing (TNDES) method. 
The resulting residual clearly have monotone decreasing Euclidian norms. 
We note that, as for TNDE, we can define the restarted and the incomplete 
version of TNDES. We also notice that TNDES requires two more dot products 
and the storage of two more vectors than TNDE. 
7. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
The following numerical examples how that TNDE is a viable numerical 
method for solving nonsymmetfic linear systems of equations and is competi- 
tive with some known iterative methods uch as GMRES and CGS. The TNDE 
method is computed with ~p = 91. Note that all the methods are computed 
without preconditioning. 
The following experiments were run using MATLAB on Macintosh SE/30. 
For all the examples, the right-hand side b was set to A~, where 
= (1 . . . . .  1) T, and the initial vector x 0 was chosen to be 0. The iterations 
were stopped when Ilrkll/llroll <~ 10 -lz. 
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In our figures, we show the behavior of the infinity norm of the error or 
of the residual as a function of the number of iterations. 
EXAMPLE 1. This is a model problem used by many authors before. The 
matrix A is given by the block tridiagonal matrix 
A = 
B - I  
- I  B I / 




b 4 a 
b 4 
anda= -1+ 8, b= -1 -8 .  
The matrix A represents the 5-point discretization of the operator 
-c92/~x ~ - d2/Oy 2 + Tcg/cgx on a rectangular region. 
Experiment 1. For this experiment, B has dimension 20, A has dimen- 
sion N = 100, and we choose ~ = 10. Figure 1 shows, on a logarithmic scale, 
the evolution of the error norms obtained for TNDE (solid line), GMRES 
(dashed line), and CGS (dotted line). 
Experiment 2. We choose ~ = 5, dimension(B) = 20, and N = 100 
(Figure 2). We monitored the true residual norm lib - Axk 112 on a logarith- 
mic scale for TNDE (solid line), GMRES (dashed line), and ccs (dotted line). 
In Figure 1 and Figure 2, notice that although the total number of steps 
required to achieve convergence is smaller with TNDE and GMRES, the total 
amount of work and storage is in favor of CGS. 
Experiment 3. If the diagonal entries of the matrix A are set to 2 
instead of 4, the symmetric part of A is not positive definite [26]. Setting 
= 1.1, we compare, in Figure 3, the behavior of the logarithms of the 
residual norms for TNDES (solid line), GMaES (dashed line), and CGS (dotted 
line). For this example, B has dimension 20, and A has dimension 400. For 
this experiment, he iterations were stopped as soon as Ilrkll/llr011 ~< 10 -8. 
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FIG. 1. TNDE (solid line), GMRES (dashed line), CGS (dotted line). 
As shown in Figure 3, CGS does not converge, and TNDES performs better 
than GMRES. 
EXAMPLE 2. The second example has been considered by Brown [4] and 




- -1  • 1) 
• ° ° 
- -1  • 
--1 
We choose two values of •. Figure 4 (• = 0.2) and Figure 5 (•  = 10 -~) show 
the evolution of the error norms, on a logarithmic scale, for TNDE, GMRES, 
and cGs. As observed in Figure 5, CGS does not converge, and GMRES 
stagnates until the last iteration. We observe that no stagnation occurs for 
TNDE.  
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FIG. 3. TNDES (solid line), GMRES (dashed line), CGS (dotted line). 
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